
Notes on Suspensions / Exclusions during the Leadership Election 2016 
 
On 18 October 2016 the Disputes Panel agreed the following: 
 
DP/84/16 Leadership Election Suspensions 
The Leadership Election disciplinary process was discussed extensively. It was agreed that a record be 

made of these comments, which will be referred to should it be necessary for future leadership elections.  

Below is a draft note of concerns.  The paper will go to the Disputes Panel meeting on 17January 2017: 

1) should existing members as well as new joiners have been put through all the validation checks as part 

of the leadership contest?  If the party wishes to ensure that no members are breaking rules or acting 

outwith acceptable standards should this be checked separately from a specific internal election, for 

instance once a year? 

2) should members who were suspended or excluded have been allowed to vote, as they were in 2015, 

while their longer-term status was clarified?  As most suspensions were lifted after the ballot closed, albeit 

with warnings, in this case suspension acted as a punishment and was universally perceived as such. 

3) should the party have engaged in active trawling of social media accounts and online postings of all 

members (and supporters), rather than responding to complaints from CLPs, elected representatives , 

candidates or other members?  In 2015 there were checks on candidates and nominators of candidates 

from other parties and this appeared acceptable.  The 2016 procedure was seen by many as over-intrusive. 

4) in examining social media, what weight should be given to retweets / likes / shares, as opposed to 

original tweets and postings written by the member? 

5) what words or phrases are unacceptable?  The most commonly disputed word was “traitor”.  Some 

members felt that descriptions such as hapless, useless, incompetent should have been included in the 

category of personal abuse, even though they are not actually obscene. 

6) should NEC panel members, or the NEC as a whole, agree common standards for deciding whether 

evidence justifies suspension or exclusion?  If Yes, this should increase consistency, but would reduce 

independence. 

7) how much attention should be paid to comments or actions before the member joined the party, 

regarding online comments and standing or nominating against Labour?  How far back should checks go? 

8) is it reasonable to auto-exclude someone for five years for social media comments only, as against 

standing, nominating or actively and visibly campaigning against Labour? 

9) if Yes, should there be an immediate right of appeal against auto-exclusion, as with suspension? 

10) should suspended or excluded members be sent the evidence shown to the NEC panels with the letter 

notifying them, rather than having to request and receive this as a separate exercise?  The two-stage 

process involved delays and more email exchanges from both sides, and meant that inaccurate claims 

were widely publicised (for instance liking the f***ing Foo Fighters), before the evidence was provided; 

11) how should branches, CLPs, affiliates, MPs, councillors etc be involved, and what opportunities should 

they have to make representations before suspensions or exclusions are implemented?  The lack of local 

input has caused considerable resentment and loss of trust in CLPs across the country. 

12) should more efforts have been made to hear appeals before the ballot closed? 

13) how can the party ensure that there are sufficient staff and NEC members to deal properly and in a 

timely fashion with the demands placed upon everyone involved, or to reduce the demands to a level which 

can be dealt with? 

14) what are the rights of affiliated and registered supporters? 

 

Ann Black, 18 October 2016 


